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FX, RATES & MACRO DESK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

USD/INR: Dollar Rupee opened flat. around 73.30 levels on September futures. A mild sell-off across Asian equi-

ties have not been able to alter the trend of Asian currencies strengthening against USD. If RBI steps in, there can

be a scope for a counter trend bounce in the pair, towards 73.70/74.00 zone on spot, like it did a couple of times

last week. With the flow of funds favouring EM currencies like INR over low yielding currency like USD, such a

bounces can be sold into. I will maintain stop above 74.00 on a closing basis. Support is near 73.00 levels and

near 72.40 levels on spot basis.

EUR: All eyes on European Central Bank. Can they match US Fed in the currency war. The very fact that chief

economist from ECB has specifically targeted EURUSD pair last week is a clear sign that the central bank is look-

ing to respond to Fed’s bazooka of AIT. If ECB responds with fresh easing, generally it is negative for a DM cur-

rency but that may not be the case this time. Therefore, unless EURUSD shows signs of reversing its uptrend by

sustaining below 1.1690, I will be a buyer on decline. EURINR may test 86.40/60 zone support.

GBP: The next round of trade negotiations between EU and UK gets underway tomorrow. Not much progress has

happened. UK chief negotiator has said that the UK would not become a "client state" and claimed the govern-

ment isn't afraid to opt for a so-called Australia deal Brexit if the EU proves unable or unwilling to rethink some

of its red lines. EU has kept its cards close to its chest. This negotiation has the potential to go down the wire.

Till now markets have not priced much possibility of poor deal between EU and UK but if that risk increase over

the next couple of months, then GBP can face nasty repricing. As of now that risk is low but not negligible. Hence,

keep an eye on the proceedings. Price actions suggests that GBPUSD is in a corrective decline. It has strong sup-

port near 1.3180/90 zone, which if fails to provide a floor, then I see prices testing 1.2980/1.3050 zone. Buying

can be considered once the price action suggests that a near term bottom is in. Till then stay on sidelines.

JPY: JPYINR is managing to rebound from 68.90/95 support on September futures. As long as the support holds,

I expect a rebound towards 69.55/60 levels. Nevertheless, if the pair breaksdown below 68.90, one can short for

a target of 68.50 and even 68.30 levels.

MACRO VIEW

ECB is the game in town for this week. It is not just AIT, but a cocktail of aggressive easing, fiscal stimulus and

political risk has allowed USD to weaken, yields to remain low and stock markets to trade at life high. All three

are enough to ensure financial conditions remains ultra-easy in America, supporting growth. Whereas, in

Eurozone, a strong currency, lackluster equity market and less room for yields to fall has not managed to ease

financial conditions as much and on top has shaved a significant chunk of core inflation. ECB will be under

pressure to atleast increase the size of asset purchase under PEPP, Pandemic Emergency Purchase Program, by

atleast 500 billion euros. A failure to act now may strengthen the Euro further and create problems for Eurozone

growth and inflation. in a currency war, there are winner and there are losers. Europe is at the receiving end. If

ECB eases, that alongwith easy financial conditions in US would ensure that emerging markets continue to re-

ceive a chunk of the investment flows. Chinese economy has been a bright and they have made enough noise to

use the much abused “investment lever” to drive growth. A weak USD and China story can once again drive com-

modity prices and which it turn can attract even more capital flows in EM economies. Indian Rupee will be a

beneficiary from such a trend.
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